Cerner PowerChart Touch, Instanote, and Message Center with voice powered by Dragon Medical

Dictation in the palm of your hand with secure, cloud-based speech recognition for clinicians on the go

Harness the power of Dragon® Medical embedded in Cerner PowerChart Touch™, Instanote, and Message Center. A secure connection to the cloud manages user profiles, provides automatic updates, and gives mobile clinicians a voice by allowing secure and highly portable speech-to-text entry of clinical documentation anytime, and from anywhere.

NOTE: Requires Cerner PowerChart Touch, Instanote, and/or Message Center. Shared profiles require Dragon Medical One, Dragon Medical Network Edition, hosted Nuance Management Server (NMS), and requires that all applications connect to the same organization in the cloud.
Features and benefits

3-5x faster than typing
Most physicians speak over 120 wpm, but type less than 40 wpm. Speech recognition lets you document in less time while on the go.

Robust medical vocabulary
Cloud-based speech means you’ll always have access to the latest medical dictionary, terms, phrases and clinical formatting rules. Organizations and individual users can also customize their personal medical vocabularies.

Speak at your own pace
SpeakAhead™ technology allows you to speak naturally without having to wait for recognized text to appear on screen or navigation commands to be recognized.

Visualization and feedback
Visual indicators tell you where speech is enabled, when audio is being captured and displays audio recording levels to ensure a seamless experience.

Voice navigation and commands
Navigate and make corrections using your voice or control audio capture and text corrections using familiar gestures on mobile devices.

Healthcare-compliant speech recognition
Speech-related data is communicated over 256-bit encryption channels using TLS protocols to ensure end-to-end security.

Single voice profile
Individual user speech profiles, including custom vocabularies and templates, are sharable across mobile, web, and desktop applications with voice powered by Dragon Medical.

“By incorporating Dragon Medical cloud-based speech recognition capabilities into our core clinical applications including our latest mobile solution, PowerChart Touch, we are able to provide the healthcare industry with a simple, fast method of capturing complex medical information within the patient record at the point-of-care.”

Don Bisbee
Senior Vice President
DeviceWorks Cerner Corporation

Nuance provides a more natural and insightful approach to clinical documentation, freeing clinicians to spend more time caring for their patients. Nuance healthcare solutions capture and communicate more than 300 million patient stories each year helping more than 500,000 clinicians in 10,000 healthcare organizations globally. Nuance’s award-winning clinical speech recognition, medical transcription, CDI, coding, quality and diagnostic imaging solutions provide a more complete and accurate view of patient care, which drives meaningful clinical and financial outcomes.

About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare or call 1-877-805-5902.
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